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Overview
v

Rhetoric as strategic tool to facilitate change
•

•

•
•

Connecting ethics and argument/persuasion to civic
engagement
Rhetoric helps students learn about their role as citizens
(public work)

Storytelling as means to study organizational culture

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-KyjTGMVTkA&feature=youtube

Service-learning: Engaging students in problems that
link to daily life and larger conditions aﬀecting it

What is the purpose of rhetoric?
v

Telos (purpose), according to Aristotle, is judgment
v

v

Connection to social change

Audience expectations
Whose voices (matter or are involved)? What are the beliefs
and values that are at play? What priorities matter? Why?
v What kind of language is used (genres and their conventions)?
v

Public Work of Rhetoric
v

v

“It seems prudent . . . to consider how we might
transform our pedagogical and research practices in
order to make a world-historical impact on the
process of identity construction”
M. Lane Bruner
The scholarship of engagement “strives to connect
the rich resources of the university to our most
pressing social, civic, and ethical problems, to our
children, to our schools, to our teachers, and to our
cities”
Ernest Boyer

Rhetorical Characteristics
v

What are the conditions for public problems?
Link to daily life and larger conditions aﬀecting it (Arctic drilling;
increased security checks; banking crises--recession)
v Matter of conflict (agon) & controversy that is open for
discussion in public arenas
v Focus on definition, cause, and solution
v

v

Contested ownership, causal responsibility, and political responsibility
Hauser, G., 2002, Introduction to Rhetorical Theory

Who owns problems?
v

Ownership refers to ability to create and influence the
definition of a problem
Issues of power, access, ethos
v Seek to control the discussion and debate in arenas of public
opinion
v Seek to become “exclusive authority”
v Disownership: disowning problems by acts that distance an
individual/group from problem
v

Hauser, G., 2002, Introduction to Rhetorical Theory

Companies Embracing Sustainability
v
v

Work with a variety of texts ranging from Silent Spring to
corporate communications
Sustainability or “greenwashing” (Wenowah Hauter, ED of
Food & Water Watch)
GM and “zero waste”
v Occidental Petroleum (later Chevron) and human rights/
environmental contamination in the Amazon River area in Peru
v Dow Chemical’s $10 million deal with the Nature Conservancy
v Dow Jones Sustainability North American Index
v BP and Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill & aftermath
v

Storytelling: Corporations Embrace It
“Authenticity is a rule any good communicator should follow.
Don’t put out a persona or group of facts you don’t have. Don’t lie.
Everything that is knowable will ultimately be known.”
Dick Parson, Chairman of the Board, Citigroup

“Authentic storytelling about an organization is data-based
storytelling.”
Helen Clark, Manager of Corporate Marketing, Policy, and Governance, Chevron

Forman, J., 2013. Storytelling in Business. Stanford UP)

Framework for Storytelling (Forman, 2013)
Build Trust
Inform, Persuade, Inspire

Fluency in

Authen:city

Engaging emo:ons & Intellect
CraEing the Story
Working with Technology

“Stories can diﬀerentiate you from competition, show your human side,
and engage internal and external stakeholders.”
Forman, J., 2013. Storytelling in Business. Stanford UP)

Storytelling and Rhetoric
v

The right purpose, audience, moment, storyteller, and
characters
v

What purpose do you want to achieve in story form?
v

With whom?

Why now?
v Who should tell the story?
v Who or what should be included in the story?
v

v

What kind of story should you tell?

Functions of Stories
v

Entertain

v

Convey information

v

Nurture communities

v

Promote innovation

v

Preserve organizations

v

Change organizations
Denning, S. 2011. The Leader's Guide to Storytelling : Mastering the Art and Discipline of Business Narra>ve, John Wiley &
Sons, Incorporated.

One Useful Example: Chevron
(Forman, J., 2013. Storytelling in Business. Stanford UP)

v

Background
v

David O’Reilly, CEO
v

Speech to US Chamber of Commerce (250 civic leaders)
v

Growth in global energy demand would expand by 40 percent over next 35 years

v

Car ownership in China increase by 30 million in 5 years

v

Demand for cleaner-burning natural gas would increase by 25% in next 15 years

v

“The easy discoveries are behind us.”

v

NEW ENERGY EQUATION – value resources and use them wisely

v

v

Urge Congress, business, and consumers to conserve energy and use it
eﬃciently

Creates a strategic plan to broaden and diversity all domestic US
energy sources

Strategic Planning Process (Chevron Perspective)
v

2005: Chevron launches “Real Issues” campaign
v

v

Reach out to people through the web, town halls, discussions with key influencers
(government leaders in US/globe, nongovernmental leaders, lobbying groups, academics,
journalists

2007: Realization that New Energy was a problem but the solution was “Human
Energy”
v

v

v

Human Energy emerged from research (interviews, surveys, focus groups), benchmarking
with key competitors (Exxon, Shell, BP)
Chevron was focused on people; BP (environmental impact of oil/gas), Exxon (technology
leadership), Shell (sustainability)
“We harness the power of human energy to deploy the right technology in the right place at
the right time” https://www.chevron.com/operations
Chevron Announces New Global 'Human Energy' Advertising Campaign, (2007 PR Release)
Forman, J., 2013. Storytelling in Business. Stanford UP)

Human Energy Unveiled

h"ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-KyjTGMVTkA&feature=youtube

Key Points Outlined by Chevron in PR (Video)
v
v
v
v

Story for our time
Untapped resources (human “energy”)
“Focus on ‘can-do’ attitude” of Chevron employees
Chevron drills for oil but it also . . .
Respects the environment
v Conserves energy
v Looks for alternate energy sources
v

v

v

We (Chevron) are not a corporate titan, rather we are “men and
women of vision, part-time poets and coaches”
Teamwork, ingenuity, and hard work

Stories Featured Recently on Chevron’s Website
v

Celebrating women at Chevron (10)
Employees in their own words
v I am a firefighter video (a day in the life)
v

v

Bringing the fab to south by southwest
v

v
v
v
v

Supporting STEM education

Chevron publishes new report on approaches to climate change
The robot who saves lives (meet snake arm)
Chevron aﬃrms cash flow growth and capital distribution
Chevron’s new chairman and CEO

Themes Evident from Chevron’s Website
Managing resources
vIndustry collaboration
vSupporting communities
vProtecting the environment
vInvesting in emerging energies
vUsing energy eﬃciently
vWorking in and with communities
v

Other Channels Used by Chevron
v

Facebook

v

Twitter

v

LinkedIn

v

Instagram

v

YouTube

Types of Stories

•
•

•

•

History
Energy and
Exploration
(Science and
Technology)
Biography and
Growth
Progress

Progress Narratives
August 2, 2013

July 2017

Human Energy: Chevron’s Brand
v

Storytelling Strategy
v

v

“Filter thorough which to tell . . . [use] stories that illustrate how
people come first. [The theme] unifies the stories of technology
developed and applied by people.”
“A Chevron storyteller” is a speaker who approaches a listener with
“a virtual arm over the shoulder and comforting, inviting presence.”
Forman, J., 2013. Storytelling in Business. Stanford UP)

v

Critical Reason for Strategy: Brand and stories have to
counter other narratives in public (e.g., Payne, K., 2012. “Aguinda v.
Chevron”: The Potential Rise or Fall of Mass Toxic Tort Claims Against U.S.
Companies.” The International Lawyer 46.4)

Questions to Ask: Does Your Story-Convey the spirit of the brand? Depict the values and
attributes of brand positively and clearly?
v Highlight the positive role(s) the company plays?
v Take into account the people who are essential to success?
v Create a bridge between company and audiences and/or
Address concerns of stakeholders who might resist?
v Look to the future?
v Create an engaged and informative experience?
v Maximize opportunities for interaction?
v Contain verifiable facts?
v

Grant Proposal Writing: Rhetoric,
Storytelling, and Service-Learning
v

Choosing a nonprofit partner: three examples from recent semesters
West End Center for Youth https://www.westendcenter.org (to create a positive
and nurturing child development community and enable local families and
children with limited resources to lead more self-determined and enriched lives)
v Jeﬀerson Barracks MIA/POW Museum
https://www.facebook.com/pow.mia.museum/ (to reverently honor all who
served our country, in any branch of the United States, in any year and in any
conflict. To this end we also hope to raise awareness of the American public to
the number of captured Americans who returned to us alive, and to the
numbers of those who perished in captivity or peril and who have not as yet
been returned to us for the homage they deserve)
v NRV CARES https://www.nrvcares.org: a private, non-profit organization
dedicated to protecting children from abuse and strengthening families through
education, advocacy, and community partnerships)
v
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Working at the Hyphen
v

Helping students become more than useful; helping them
become “new” (Robert Coles)

v

Introducing and integrating practical issues more explicitly

v

Sharing objectives with students and partners

v

Encouraging partners to participate

v

Building a bridge that isn’t uni-directional
(Dubinsky, 2002. “Service-Learning as a Path to Virtue:
The Ideal Orator in Professional Communication” MJCSL)
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Service-Learning
v

Must be reciprocal (do things with others rather than
for them)

v
v

17/08/18
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Must involve reflection
Must emphasize accomplishment of task, collaboration,
and learning

Service-Learning: Goals of Good Practice

17/08/18
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v

Encourages student-faculty-partner contact

v

Encourages cooperation among all parties

v

Encourages active learning

v

Gives prompt feedback

v

Emphasizes time on task

v

Communicates high expectations

How two students see it
v

v

Service-learning projects oﬀer students a chance to give to the
community . . . enabling students to join with community
members and participate more fully with them. (Joe)
Many Americans today lose sight of the importance of
community service. . . . I, too, [have been] . . . myopic, but my
work with MIRA through service-learning has had a profound
impact on my commitment to volunteerism and has solidified
my plans to become an active member of my community. (Allen)
(Dubinsky, 2002. “Service-Learning as a Path to Virtue: The
Ideal Orator in Professional Communica:on” MJCSL)
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